Civil Engineering Undergraduate Announcements – September 20th, 2021

Hello Civil & Environmental Engineering Students,
Goodluck in your classes this week! Please see the announcements below:

1. Get Involved on Campus
   a. SHCS’ New Aggie Contest
   b. 2-unit Undergrad seminar on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for fall quarter
   c. Sigma Alpha Fall 2021 Recruitment

2. Professional Development
   a. STEM and Business Career Fair

Get Involved on Campus
SHCS’ New Aggie Contest
To help get incoming students connected to important health and well-being resources as they return, SHCS is hosting a contest!

Students who complete **all 4 steps below** by 11:59pm on September 30th will be entered into a drawing for **one of twenty (20) $50 gift cards** to UC Davis Stores.

1. **Subscribe to our health and wellness newsletter**
2. **Sign the Helmet Hair, Don't Care Pledge**
3. **Follow all of SHCS' Instagram accounts**
   a. UCDavisSHCS
   b. UCDLoveLab
   c. UCDSafeParty
   d. UCDTeachingKitchen
   e. EachAggieMatters
4. **Complete the entry verification form**


2-unit Undergrad seminar on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for fall quarter
Sigma Alpha is a professional sorority on campus, interested in developing professional women in the field of agriculture.

Professional Development
**STEM and Business Career Fair**
Wednesday, September 15, 10:00-4:00PM
Keep an eye out for this upcoming virtual career fair. UC Davis is working with a diverse collection of employers to open up job opportunities for students in STEM and business. All majors are welcome.
Registration for students opens Monday, September 6, 2021

**Although this fair occurs the week prior to the start of instruction, many employers are already recruiting for interns and entry level positions for summer 2022.**

[Learn more »](#)